Let T be a nonamenable, discrete ICC subgroup of a connected simple Lie group of real-rank one. G. Skandalis established the exact sequence o -K(i2(r)) -c*(c;(D, c;(r)) -»cjrj x r> -o.
(X(g)m)=Z(g-lt)
and (p(g)^)(t) = ^(tg) (iel2(G)).
The C*-algebras CjJ'(G) and C*(G), generated respectively by X(G) and p(G), are commuting and C*(G) -JCX*(G)J, where / is the involution on l2(G) defined by (J£)(t) = £(rx). Let Q (G) denote the C*-algebra generated by c;(G)uc;(G).
If G satisfies the infinite conjugacy class (ICC) condition, then the map given by 5I,-*/ © yt ~* HiXtJyiJ is an isomorphism of the algebraic tensor product C*k(G) © C*k(G) onto a dense *-subalgebra of C*p(G) [8, IV, 4.20] . This defines a C*-norm || \\iiP on C*(G) © C*k(G) via' || ^x,■© yth,P = || YsixiJyiJ\\ '< an^ thus CI (G) is a faithful representation of the CMensor product Cl(G) ®ktP C;(G)-the closure of C*k(G) © C^(G) in the norm || \\x,p-It is known that the norm || \\XtP dominates the spatial (minimal) norm on Ck(G) © Ck(G) (and is equal to the spatial norm when G is amenable).
Hence there is a canonical surjective *-homomorphism
In [7] Skandalis showed that if T is a nonamenable, discrete ICC subgroup of a connected simple Lie group of real-rank one, then CA* (T) contains A^(/2(T)), the algebra of compact operators on /2(r), and the following exact sequence holds:
This generalizes the earlier result of Akemann and Ostrand [1] obtained for T = F2, the free group on two generators.
The following theorem provides a sufficient condition under which an extension (*) has no inverse in E\t(Cx*(Y x Y)).
Theorem. Let T be a discrete (nonamenable, ICC) group satisfying (*). Suppose that for some g, e Y and c,■ e C (i = I, ... , N):
(i) the C-algebra C*(£"=1 ciX(gi)p(gi)®X(gi)p(gi)), generated by the oper- i=l i=l so that the conclusion follows from the preceding theorem.
Remark. The hypothesis of the corollary is reminiscent of, but is much weaker than, the inner amenability of Y x Y (see [5, 6, 3] 
